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Product Brief 
Industry 
Intel vPro® Platform 

Keeping remote devices up to date  
and workers productive on the road 

How the Intel vPro platform and Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant (Intel® EMA) is 
connecting IT and OT teams with normally out of reach workers in the field

In a world where mobile computing is becoming ever more important and 
ubiquitous, sectors as diverse as utilities and infrastructure have come to depend on 
increasingly powerful devices when operating out in the field. For many engineers 
and workers in these industries, their roles are essentially mobile – providing support 
across multiple locations every day, their vehicle typically serving as their ‘office’. In 
such roles, the continued functionality and performance of their devices is crucial. 

For Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) teams, such fleets 
of remote workers create significant challenges, with a large number of remote 
devices having to be managed. For example, devices may rarely be brought back to a 
company office or depot, or connected to a corporate network, limiting opportunities 
to ensure they are updated, maintained and secured. In industries dependent on 
large fleets of remote workers and engineers, this means it is often difficult to deploy 
IT best practices to remote devices. The result can be unsecure, unreliable devices, 
with higher total cost of ownership (TCO) for the IT teams supporting them. There’s 
an additional cost of employee productivity and, ultimately, a cost to the service they 
provide. 

The Intel vPro platform includes Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT) 
that can be managed with Intel Endpoint Management Assistant (Intel EMA). It can 
help IT securely manage devices in remote locations, inside and outside of firewalls, 
over the internet.  

The question is: can the Intel vPro platform deliver the same level of remote 
management access to in-vehicle devices using cellular instead of regular 
networks? 

How the Intel vPro platform makes remote management possible  

The Intel vPro platform represents an opportunity to extend device uptime and 
improve utilisation of key business resources. The Intel vPro platform’s systems 
can utilise Intel AMT, a hardware-based technology providing persistent out-of-
band manageability that operates independently of the operating system (OS). This 
capability enables access to the system, even when the OS is down. The ability to 
connect remotely to PCs allows IT to repair and help protect networked computing 
systems, even if the device is off – provided it is still connected to a power source. 
Action can range from repairing corrupted drivers to updating the OS on non-
responsive systems, keyboard, video, mouse (KVM) remote control in and out of 
band, to monitoring upgrades, as well as Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) level 
updates. 

https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/now/11thgenvpro.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-active-management-technology/remote-work-brief.html
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Figure 1. Delivering remote management access to in-vehicle devices using a cellular network. 

The capabilities Intel AMT makes possible translate into real 
savings in both time and money, according to a report by 
Forrester.1 One UK financial services firm, which took part in 
Forrester’s survey, reportedly reduced security support and 
management costs of nearly $1.2 million across three years 
as a result of remote management, with an estimated 7,680 
security support hours saved annually. Better device 
support and management can also result in more productive 
employees. A US construction services firm saved an 
estimated 28,160 hours in improved employee efficiency, 
adding up to a value of almost $1.3 million over three years. 

The in-vehicle solution to remote management 

Solutions that enable remote management are of increasing 
importance as global workforces shift to a future with greater 
levels of remote working. However, businesses with fleets of 
vehicles pose unique and specific challenges for IT that 
require new solutions.  

Engineers and workers in the field provide services to their 
customers all over the country.  They may not return to 
offices or depots for long periods, collecting parts from 
distribution hubs rather than company-specific locations.  

The result is devices crucial to worker’s jobs may go 
weeks or months without vital patches and updates 
being deployed, creating vulnerabilities and reducing 
efficiency, which can ultimately increase TCO.  
One solution to this problem is found in Intel EMA’s ability to 
reach devices out in the field through Intel AMT, bringing in-
vehicle devices within reach of IT remote management. 

IT teams have an expansive set of functionalities with which  
to manage remote systems, without needing to travel to them 
or for the device to be returned to a depot. Intel EMA brings 
cloud-based functionality and enables both in-band  

(OS/agent based) and out-of-band, below OS connectivity to 
PCs. IT technicians can remotely help users identify and 
resolve technical issues, even when the PC’s OS has crashed. 

Remote patches can also be automated to be put 
through even when the device is powered off. 
To provide the required connectivity, the system uses a 
mobile network router with 4G or 5G cellular service, which 
can be connected via wired or wireless Ethernet to the in-
vehicle device running on the Intel vPro platform. Intel EMA 
orchestrates the management of the remote systems, be they 
in the cloud or an on-premises management server.   

The Intel vPro platform-based device and the router are also 
connected to the vehicle’s battery through an always-on 
power rail. A key part of the system is ensuring adequate 
enterprise connectivity coverage is provided in-vehicle, 
without draining the main battery when not in use. Device 
connectivity is delivered using a low-power router, that 
consumes around 3W of vehicle power, a traditional vehicle 
battery is estimated to provide power for around 75 hours 
and still be able to function normally. An electric vehicle’s 
battery would be able to power the system for around 4,000 
hours and still be driven. This level of power consumption 
allows engineers to leave in-vehicle devices overnight with a 
secure remote connection, enabling scheduled updates, 
patches and upgrades to be deployed. 

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
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Figure 2. Technical requirements for connecting IT with remote in-vehicle devices.

Establishing in-vehicle connectivity enables a bridge between 
IT teams and remote devices in the field. In industries 
dependent on large fleets of remote workers and engineers,  
the solution offers a way to efficiently manage a large number 
of devices, securing them and helping users stay productive.  

The flexibility of Intel AMT empowers IT teams to apply their 
own preferred approaches to proactively updating systems - 
through capabilities such as remote power-on - to optimise 
when and how frequently deployments occur. By scheduling 
updates, IT can ensure maintenance is carried out even when 
users aren’t in front of their devices. For engineers and 
workers in the field, this can lead to a better user experience. 
PCs can have more uptime, work is less-frequently 
interrupted by IT issues, and tasks can be completed 
efficiently.   

Remote management beyond fleets 

The distance between IT professionals and the remote 
devices they manage, maintain and secure, is not a new 
phenomenon. The COVID-19 pandemic, however, has rapidly 
accelerated remote working and turned remote device 
management into an IT necessity. Globally, 33% of office-
based workers regularly worked from home before the 
pandemic. That number has soared to 88%, according to the 
Global Work-from-Home Experience Survey Report 2020.2 
Almost overnight the number of devices outside of central IT 
control has leapt, this can create risk to devices – and can 
potentially lead to higher TCO.  

The capability to manage a large number of dispersed devices 
outside of corporate firewalls will become a crucial part of 
securing and maintaining devices as workforces that have 
moved out of offices remain away from the mothership for 
longer. The ability to schedule large numbers of updates can 
save time for both IT teams and PC users.  

For organisations that depend on large fleets of remote 
devices, diagnosing and solving software-related issues  
can be time consuming and a drain on IT resources. Being 
able to diagnose and resolve these issues from a centralised 
location can reduce the number of deskside visits required, 
freeing up IT resources. An IT manager for a UK financial  

services firm, surveyed on the benefits of the Intel vPro 
platform over three years, highlighted the platform’s benefits 
for resourcing: “Of all the benefits we have seen enabled by 
the Intel vPro platform, we would estimate that 70% to 80% 
of that benefit is attributed to Intel AMT. The ability to be able 
to free up resources is really good for the company.”   
This in part comes from the ability to automate remote 
management, enabling faster and more timely IT patch 
installations. “Intel AMT is just fantastic,” said an IT manager 
of a European bioinformatic firm. “We’ve found it to be a 
game changer.” Across a composite organisation 
representative of the nearly 260 companies that Forrester 
interviewed and surveyed, a total of 832 hours were saved 
deploying patches and handling in-person exception, adding 
up to more than $81,000 saved over three years. 3  

The types of devices that workers and engineers use in 
industries such as utilities and infrastructure is also changing. 
In 2020, the number of IoT connections in smart homes and 
industrial settings outnumbered non-IoT connections in 
smartphones and laptops for the first time. According to IoT 
Analytics4, IoT connections are expected to reach more than 
30 billion by 2025.  

In a 5G-enabled future, IoT is expected to become more 
deeply embedded in field operations5, adding a greater 
number of connected devices for IT to maintain and secure. 
Managing the plethora of devices dotted around cities, 
industrial sites and people’s homes will be crucial to their 
smooth operation. Remote management will be essential for 
IT to keep devices patched and updated, mitigate risk, and 
optimise operations in the field.   

Conclusion 

The Intel vPro platform offers remote management 
capabilities to IT and OT teams at a time of significant change 
in where and how employees work. Leveraging Intel AMT 
though Intel EMA, enables remote management to reach 
outside of corporate firewalls, over the cloud. In industries 
dependent on large fleets of devices, often in the field, 
cellular connections can offer IT remote manageability, 
reducing risk, lowering TCO and enhancing productivity.   

Discover more about what the Intel vPro platform makes 
possible. 

Router details In-vehicle technology 

• Router-to-device connection – Ethernet – RJ45
utilising local area network (LAN) on
motherboard (not USB or docking accessory) or
wireless

• Consumes ~3W of vehicle power
• Wide input voltage range (9 – 30Vdc)
• -40-75°C operating range, can be mounted

anywhere in vehicle

• Intel vPro platform-based device
• Intel AMT enabled
• In-vehicle device cradle
• 4G/5G mobile network router with cellular

service
• LAN or WLAN connection
• Power source – connection to vehicle battery

https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html
https://iot-analytics.com/state-of-the-iot-2020-12-billion-iot-connections-surpassing-non-iot-for-the-first-time/
https://iot-analytics.com/state-of-the-iot-2020-12-billion-iot-connections-surpassing-non-iot-for-the-first-time/
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/internet-of-things/industrial-iot/overview.html
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/internet-of-things/industrial-iot/overview.html
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/now/11thgenvpro.html
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Notices & Disclaimers 

1
 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html 

2 https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com 

3 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/vpro-platform-tei-case-study.html 

4
 https://iot-analytics.com/state-of-the-iot-2020-12-billion-iot-connections-surpassing-non-iot-for-the-first-time/ 

5
 https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/internet-of-things/industrial-iot/overview.html 

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. 

No product or component can be absolutely secure.  

Your costs and results may vary.  

You may not use or facilitate the use of this document in connection with any infringement or other legal analysis concerning Intel products described herein. You agree to grant Intel a non-exclusive, 
royalty-free license to any patent claim thereafter drafted which includes subject matter disclosed herein. 

The products described may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from published specifications.  Current characterized errata are available on request. 

Intel disclaims all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement, as well as any warranty 
arising from course of performance, course of dealing, or usage in trade. 

© Intel Corporation.  Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries.  Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 




